
COMPONENTS OF A BUSINESS PLANS

What are the key components of a business plan? Every business has its own goals and organizational structure, but a
good business plan will.

Your prices must reflect the dynamics of cost, demand, changes in the market and response to your
competition. Sales Potential Once the market has been researched and analyzed, conclusions need to be
developed that will supply a quantitative outlook concerning the potential of the business. It should also
include their strengths and weaknesses. Key questions to consider: Are there specific subcategories of
customers that you plan to target first? How much does it cost? It should detail how the capital will be used,
and the equity, if any, that will be provided for funding. The following pages will describe in detail the seven
essential sections of a business plan: what you should include, what you shouldn't include, how to work the
numbers and additional resources you can turn to for help. Doing so might help them bring in fewer, yet more
higher-paying projects. Base all of your observations on reliable data and be sure to footnote sources of
information as appropriate. If you're using your business plan as a document for financial purposes, explain
why the added equity or debt money is going to make your business more profitable. Having a viable business
plan to give to potential investors is vital to getting funding and even to being taken seriously by investors and
your peers. If the business description is long and drawn-out, you'll lose the reader's attention, and possibly
any chance of receiving the necessary funding for the project. Aaker in his book, Developing Business
Strategies, suggests concentrating your efforts in four areas: The reasons behind successful as well as
unsuccessful firms Prime customer motivators Major component costs Industry mobility barriers According to
theory, the performance of a company within a market is directly related to the possession of key assets and
skills. If so, how much? The Company description provides the profile of your company, its history, its
drivers, what it does and how it operates. In most industries this is simply not the case. Each method listed
above has its strengths and weaknesses. Try to be as realistic as possible. Do they value convenience? If your
product or service has some sort of proprietary element or patent at the core of what makes it work, you might
be a bit hesitant to show your hand for fear that someone might run off with your idea. You may want to
emphasize any unique features or variations from concepts that can typically be found in the industry. All too
often, what the business owner desires is buried on page eight. Used by companies that sell their product
through a variety of sources at differing prices based on demand. Compile an appendix for official documents
Finally, assemble a well-organized appendix for anything and everything 1 investors will need to conduct due
diligence and 2 you or your employees will need easy access to moving forward: Deeds, local permits, and
legal documents Business registries and professional licenses Patents and intellectual properties State and
federal identification numbers or codes Key customer contracts and purchase orders As you include
documents in the appendix, create a miniature table of contents and footnotes throughout the rest of the plan
linking to or calling attention to them. In the case of Landscapers Inc.


